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Motivation

In the TJ-II stellarator sheared flows can be
easily driven and damped at the plasma edge
by changing the plasma density [1,2]

HIBP measurements indicate that it is
dominated by the inversion in the radial
electric field [3]

Scaling of the threshold line density [4]:
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TJ-II is a suitable device to study the mechanisms involved in the shear flow development

Most experimental results support the sheared electric field suppression of turbulence as
the mechanism explaining the L-H transition, but, the underlying mechanism that generate
the electric fields is still an open issue



TJ-II reflectometer: two-channel, fast frequency hopping

Q frequency band 33-50 GHz,
X-mode, ne: 0.3 - 1.5 1019 m-3

Frequencies of channel 1 & 2 can be
independently programmed

Both channels share waveguides and
antennas --> two different radial
positions are probed simultaneously

A finite tilt angle between the microwave beam
and the normal of the cut-off layer allows to
monitor the sign of the perpendicular rotation
velocity of the turbulence [1]

<f> < 0 & <f> > 0

[1] T. Estrada et al., Nuclear Fusion 46 (2006) S792



Reflectometry measures the inversion
in the perpendicular rotation velocity
of the turbulence

It is possible to monitor the sign of the
perpendicular rotation velocity of the
turbulence at two different radial
positions --> radial origin and radial
propagation of the inversion in the
perpendicular rotation velocity

Density modulation experiments



Edge velocity shear layer formation and disappearance

Δt = tCh1-tCh2

Ch1 measures before Ch2
Δt < 0, inwards propagation

Ch2 measures before Ch1
Δt > 0, outwards propagation

•  The velocity shear layer starts to form at ρ0 ≈
0.68 and propagates radially outwards (ρ > ρ0)
and inwards (ρ < ρ0)

•  The velocity shear layer starts to form in the
region where the density gradient is maximum

•  The processes of disappearance of the velocity
shear layer is the opposite: it contracts radially
and ends at ρ0



Influence of magnetic topology

The influence of the rational surface 8/5 on the
velocity shear layer formation is investigating
conducting this experiment in three magnetic
configurations, moving the rational Δρ ≈ 0.3

The resulting values ρ0 (≈ 0.7) are not related to
the radial position of the rational surface



Radial propagation velocity of the shear layer formation

•  The process of appearance and disappearance of the sheared flow propagates radially at a
velocity of about 2 m/s.

• This velocity is small compared to the radial propagation velocity of the biasing-induced
perpendicular rotation velocity modifications (10-15 m/s with 240-300 V bias)

v = |rCh1-rCh2| / Δt

rCh1-rCh2: distance between the two measurement positions

Δt = tCh1-tCh2: time delay between them

v > 0 outwards & v < 0 inwards propagation



Comparison with Langmuir probe measurements

Delays between the rotation velocity inversion detected by reflectometry and that detected
by Langmuir probes (located at ρ ≈ 0.85)

Good agreement with the radial velocities measured by reflectometry



Scheme of v⊥ (and φp) evolution

Before the formation of the shear layer v⊥ is
positive, as is the radial electric field

As the shear layer develops, Er is negative
around ρ0

When the velocity shear layer is completely
developed v⊥ is negative

As the density falls below the threshold density,
the shear layer starts to contract, the process
ending at ρ0

These results shows that plasma gradients can provide a seeding mechanism for edge
shear flows and raise the question to what extent orbit ion losses are responsible for the
development of edge electric fields



Questions...

Is there any common set of experiments we can use to study the
mechanisms behind the electric field formation?

Can stellarators contribute specifically to this type of studies?


